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Abslract: In this paper, we proposed the consideration of decision-makers' cogritive effects
on frequency and loss on investrnents for disaster / accident mitigation. At fi;, we showed
the definition of cognitive effects Secondly, how to measure theie cognitive frequency and
cogrutive loss using agtual disaster mitigation investnent data is theoreticaliy shown,
including a definition of the original benefit calculated from disaster mitigation investmenti
against risks of which both frequency and amount of loss continuously vary. Thirdly, we
measured cognitive frequency and cogritive loss with three case studies: anti-accident taffic
signal improvement investnents on intersections, anti-flood reinforcement investnents on
river-embankments and anti-slope-failure investments on railway infrastructures. As a result,
we obtained some important implications such as cogritive loss tend to larger than monetary
loss especially on loss by humans' death, while cognitive frequency are oftei underestimated.

Key Words: Disaster / Accident Mitigation Investnent, Cognitive Efus on Frequency and
Loss, Trafiic sigrral control, River Embankment, slope Failure of Railroads

l.INTRODUCTION

The 
.methodoloqf for gyaluatln8 invesfinents for disaster mitigation would nrmally be

cost-benefit analysis (CBA) However, the optimal investment level calculated Uy bnl
cannot often explain actual investrnent levels; that is, although a lot of investnents have
already been done in real world" tJre results of CBA cannot oftin show any special necessity
for disaste5 mitigation investment because the frequency of catastrophic- riiks is very low
leading to very low expected damage (the product offrequency and amount ofloss) which is
usually much smaller than the invesfinent cost.

Why does this gap exist? Our thought is that it could be explained by introducing cogrritive
frequency- and cognitive loss, basically founded on an alsumption ttrat decision-iakers
subjectively judge on frequency or/and loss of the risks because of their catastrophic,
uncertain, and'irreversible characteristics.

In this paper, we will fint theoretically show how to measure cogritive probability and
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coglitive loss using actual disaster mitigation invesfinent data, including a definition of the

"oiginal" (that means not tkough human cognitive process) benefit calculated from disaster

mitigation investments against risks of which both frequency and amount of loss continuously

vary. Secondly we will show some examples of the measurement of cognitive frequency and

cognitive loss: anti-accident traffic signal improvement investments on intersections,

-ii-n*a reinforcement invesfinents on river-embankments and anti-slope-failure

investments on railway infrastructures.

2. COGNITWE EFFECTS ON FREQUENCY AND LOSS OF CATASTROPHIC RISK

We can often observe that expected damage acquired as simple product of frequency and loss

is different from the damage that people actually recogtize, for example, see Lichtenstein er

al. (1978). Although various variables of risks have been tned to explain this kind of
phenomena, basic eiements are frequency and loss, therefore we focus on cognitive effects on

these two elements.

2.1 Cognitive Elfects on Frequency of Risk

It is expected that the difference.between cogrritive and actual frequency on the low frequency

events will be larger than on high frequency events, because of the difficulty in assessing low

frequency events. Now we introduce the cogrritive Frequency Function (cFF), l.), for

expression ofthese cogrritive effects on frequency ofrisk.

2.2 Cognitive Effects on Loss of Risk

Amount of loss affected from a disaster have some kind of uncertainty that means, even if the

same disaster-scale level I, amount of loss that happen may be different. For example, even if
same scale earthquakes happen, arnount of loss will differ depending on the time or other

random conditions, and it will be especially remarkable as bigger earthquake. Therefore, we

assnme the dispersion of Z follow the normal distribution N(D(Z), ltqLl>l and that variation

d<olt)) is much bigger as D(Z) is bigger. That is,

ffi>o,and 
**-(N,o (l)

Normallv, as 'expected' monetary loss of the disaster-scale level Z, decision-makers will
consider average loss, D(Z), because it is easy to observe in most of cases. However, in case

that catastrophic loss will be expected at the disasterJevel even if it seldom happeps, they

may estimate loss much more than average loss for avoiding catastrophic situation. Therefore,

M(L), a loss that decision-makers actually take into account at the disaster-level l, will be

expressed with average loss D(Z) and deviation z'o(A,D) (: > 0) from the average.

u(L)= o(L)+ z.o(n(r)). (z> o). (2)

We call 'togrritive loss" for M(I). And the difference, l, between decision-makers' cognitive

loss and average loss ofdisaster-scale level Z is expressed as following,

t = u(L)- D(r\= ,.o(o(L)\> o . (3)

Differentiating Eq.(3) with respect to D(L), and from Eq (1),
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ffi=,!"-,ff)))> o, and ffi =,.dl-N, o.

Therefore, / progressively increases as D(L) increases (see Fig.l). This is the "piogressive
effect of loss". we introduce the cognitive Loss Function (cLF), g(.), for 

"*presrion 
of tlri,

eflect as following,

s{o(L)l= o(t)+ z. o(o(L)). e > o) (5)

no uncertainty, this effect

Loss D(L), s(D(L)) Cognitive Loss
p(D(L)) = D(L) +z'o(D(L))

Average Loss
D(L)

(4)

On the other hand, because investment for disaster mitigation has
cairnot be observed on investment cost.

Disaster Level

Figure l. Progressive Effect ofloss

3. FORMULATION OF BENf,FIT OF DISASTER MITIGATION II{YESTMf,NT
CONSIDERING COGNMTVE EFFECTS OF RISK

Suppose that a disaster-mitigation level, t, against a disaster / accident risk is given and that
the amount of loss of a risk is inversely proportional to frequency of the risk. Irinigure 2, this
relation is shown as the loss-frequency functionf(D), whlre D ir amo*t of moietary ioss.
Now we assumed that a disaster mitigation investment brings an improvement of the disaster
mitigation level from k to k*1. Therefore, the expected benefit by the improvement, /OB, is
expressed the difference between expected damages (that is summation of the product of the
amount ofmonetary loss and actual frequency on each disaster-scale level Z) before and after
the investment.

LOB = ff O.<frr <r)- frtut(D))dD . (6)

In the definition of lOB, it is not considered decision-makers' cognitive effects on frequency
and loss against risks. In this sense, we call "Original Benefit" foi this benefit. Based bn thi
argument in chapter 2, we introduce "perceived Benefit", /pB, in Eq.(7), which is defined
including the consideration ofthese cognitive effects (see Figure 3).

A,PB =Jls(o) Vbrroi- rbr"rotko (7)
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Decision-makers are assumed to decide incremental disaster mitigation level / to moximize

"Perceived Net Present Ydue", PNPV, defined as Eq'(8)

maxPNPV
I

pNpy=f MB., -ac, 0+ i)'

=* -(cr'' -cr\ 
(8)

where, N; project life, i ; social discount rate ({.04), !,.C-lrcolstruction cost of disaster

mitigation r""ititi"r at the disaster-mitigation level t and k+l respectively.

By solving Eq.(8) with actual disaSter-mitigation levels both before and after the investnent'

; ; obit"i, tir" cogltive frequency functionfi.) and the cogtitive loss function g(.)'

RyuichiSHlBASAKI,KenjyuKAMEl,HiroyukiTANAKAandHitoshilEDA

ActualFreqtency

Monetary Loss

Figure 2. Loss-Frequency Functiony'(D) and Effect of Disaster Mitigation lnvesfinent

ExPected Loes

tvtonetary Loss D

Figure 3. Expected Loss Curve and Expected Benefit of Dsaster Mitigation lnvestment

D

Erpeded benefit of

AOB = t '.rfrr 
to)- frk.t (D)dD

Elgeded Loss Cunre
(Disader mitPalion le\rel k)

Erpected Loss CunP
(Disader mitDation lotGl ,(+0
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4. MESUREMENT OF COGNITIVE EFFECTS ON ATITI-ACCIDENT TRAFTIC
SIGNAL IMPR.OVEMENT II\TVESTMENTS ON INTERSECTIONS

4.1Subject of Anelysh and Decfuion-mrking process

Main objective of traffrc signal improvement investnents is reducing traffic accidentl. In a
report of the Japan Traffic Managemext Technology Association (1998), several measures of
traffic sigral improvement showed in Table I were investigated in terms of cost-benefit
analysis.

The effects on the reducing traffic accidents of each measure are different by each intersection
due to its characteristics, such as its shape, traffic volume, and so on. In this study,
decision-makers are assumed to invest for all 'effective' (i.e., PNPV > 0) intersections within
project life oftraffic sigral (10 years). That is,

minPNPVr,, =O,Yh, (9)

where, i : measure of tafEc sigral improvement,T : actually invested intersection.

Table l. Measures of Traffrc Signal Improvement

ilosms,
h

Total nutrt€r
of lnvest d

Total numbor
of rodrrcing
rccidcnt
Atkc6

(/ 1 yct)

Avcragc
mta of

dcarming
*ddcnt

Nn

Cost,
ch

(10,U)0 ycn
/ 1 intr
s.ction)

S6

Frcqucnoy of
trfic.6id.rt rt

r irt mctim
wtua Pl{PVn=Q

(/ 1vw)(/ 10ym)
36mitnfheacturtad
]onVol 3.16( 94t 66.a 30c 43. 0.21

)fr-pek Pedstrian
)reh Button Simal 50( 9( 43.4t 4 29't.! 0.1,(

)ff-pok Semi-'trafFc-
totu 6d Control 3.1X r,045 53.8t 14C 29.( 0.5t

98( 382 4A.n 3,1{ 41.t r.3t

78( 33 ,ls.9t 224 ,l(). 1.,16

r,36( 821 41.8t 12t | 8.! r.53

$ulti-phas! Signd Control 0.70( 3,31( 53.8t 3t l8.s 0.3!

Jandieppcd-actuatcd
lontrol 3.20C r.09t 57.5t 6( 28.t 0.7(
,edcstriarmtutad
)ontrol 424 t7( 55.n 16( r33.8 1.1

)cdgstrian GuirJ Faoiliiy
vith Sond 44t 1.06( 41.47 x 290.6 0.3t

4.2 Estimation of Input Dstr

a) The intersection that minimize PNPV6;

At first, we sort all intersections (around 160,000 intersections) in Japan in order of annual
number of accidents. From the statistics of high frequency accident intersections (around
7,000 intersections), annual numhr of accidenS, Acdx), at xth most accident-prone
intersection is approximately expressed in Eq.(10).

t In eome intereections, traffic sigrral improvement ie made in order to reduce trafrc
congeetion, however, it doee not frt in all inveetmentE.
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Acc(x)=(r*U) -, I s x <7ooo (10)

Acc(x\=1.16 x l0-5, (teoooo - -r) 7000 < -r S 160000

Only the (s,,..r)th (x: 1,2,3,...,nr,; nnis total number of invested intersections with a measure

ft) intersections are assumed to be effective by the improvement investment with the measure

i. From the total reduced number of accidents, lAccn, and the average rate of reducing

accident, /pa1,, which can be both obtained from the report (the Japan Traffic Management

Technology Association (1998), see Table l), we can estimate sl by each /r from Eq.(ll).

Mcc^=l M"^.Acc(so.xfu. (ll)

Estimated s,' are also shown in Table l. From the definition of s1, it is clear that the

intersection that minimize PNPV1, is (sr,'nr)th most accident-prone intersection, and annual

number of accidents at the intersectionis Ac(sl'ry).

b) The loss-frequency function in the intersection that minimize PNPV6;

The population ofthe injured and dead by traffic accidents and amount of loss per person are

shown in Table 2 by each injury / death status, based on the definition of the Abbreviate
Injury Scale (AIS). All data in Table 2 are derived from automobile insurance statistics and a
report from the Japan Research Center for Transport Policy (1994).

0.20

0.18

I 0.16

9 o.rr

E o.r2
LL o.ro

I o.oec
E o.oo

0.04
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0.@

Figure 4. An Example of the
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The accident frequency of each injury / death status at the intersecion is expressed as the
product of the annual total number of accidents, Acc{s1;n1), and the population ratio of each
status shown in Table 2. From the frequency and amount of loss of each status, we can
describe the loss-frequency functions before and after investment by each measure. An
example (Semi-Traffic-Actuated Control) is showed in Figure 4.

43 Meesurement of Cognitive Functions

At First, the companson of original br,rcfitloB and perceived bnefit/PB at the intersection
that minimize PNPVI; is shown in Figure 5 by each measure ft. Half of them,lPB is smaller
than /OB. Two explanations are easier to understand this phenomenon; decision-makers are
underestimating loss and/or frequency of the trafEc accident risk, or all of the effective
intersections cannot be invested due to budget constraint. Tlre following argument is made
under an assumption that the former explanation would be most dominant.

APB=AOB

HEh-sp6ed
Traftic-e{uated

300

250

200

APB=1/2.AOB

APB

APB=1/4dOBr50

r00Otr'peak
Pedestrian
Pnsh Buttdr

Right-tum
Trafiic-actuated

Hfidicapp€dac{uated

Pedestrian Guidd6 2OO 4OO 6m(10,00o 
vcn)

Facility v cw
Yvith Sound AOB

Figure 5. Original Benefttr',OB andPerceived BetufitlPB ofthe Intersection
that Minimize PNPVntby Each Measure i

Cogrritive functions are assumed to be a power function as our past work (IEDA and
SH]BASAKI, 2OOO),

s(D)= D+a,'Dq

f(fr)= a,' fr''
where, d6 d2, o.j, a4; unknown parametef.

We can obtain unknown parameter vwtar a{a6 av aj, aa) in cogritive functions by solving
Eq.(13) based onthe OLS mahod.

ry}[ry lrNrr(o),.,]-r] ( l3)

Estimation results of cognitive functions are shown in Figure 6 and 7. It is confirmed by
likelihood ratio test that these cogrritive functions are significant comparing to the case
without considering any cognitive functions.

(12)

./ 
I

Multi-.phase
Signal

el
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Estimated cognitive loss function (CLF) g(D) is shown in Figure 6. For the injured, amount of
cogritive loss are nearly equal to amount of monetary loss, while for the dead, the cognitive

loss (around 165 million yen pei person) is 5 times the monetary loss.

Estimated cogrritive frequency function (CFF) fl/?) is shown in Figure 7. When actual

frequency per annum is under 0.001, cogrritive frequency is bigger than actual frequency. To

the contrary, when actual frequency per annum is over 0.001, cogrritive frequency is smaller

than actual frequency. '0.001 per annum' corresponds to the frequency that people are killed
or very heavily injured by faffic accident at low-frequent intersections. That is,

decision-makers overestimate the frequency of fatal accidents, especially in low-frequent

intersections, while underestimate the frequency of the accidents in high-frequent

intersections or the light-injured accidents. The result may reflect decision-makers' way of
thinking that put an important on equality among regions. That is, they also invest in

low-frequent intersections, for example, in nral areas that the frequency of accidents is low

due to taffic volume is small, not only in high-frequent urban intersections.

Cognilive Loss

s(D), rJ*'I1'"') g(D)=D+0.0538D2 23

Loss of Death

9(D)=D

Light lriLred
0530

150

120

MorEtary Loss D
/t0

(rillion yen)

Figure 6. The CLF from Traffic Signal Improvement Investrnents on Intersection

t(t0
l&r

l12

Itr3

l0-1

Aciual Annual freqrrrrcy ff

Figure 7. The CFF from Traffic Signal Improvement Investments on Intersection

ocoa
cr6
IL
(E,cc
o
2,cIo

l0-{ l0-3 10-2 lor l00
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5. MESI]REMENT OF COGNTITYE EFFECTS ON ANTI-FIOOD IIYVESTMDNTS
ON RIVER.EMBAIYKMENTS

5.1 Subject of Anelysis end Decision-neking pmcess

Main objective of investnent on river+mbankments is the mitigation of damage dge to floods.
In this study, the Fuji River is dealt with as a case study of analysis, because of-the availability
of the simulation results of flooding; the fuier Bureau, Ministry of land Infrastruoture ani
Transpon open it. Temporary and future-planned disaster mitigation levels in this area are
shown in Table 3. Calculated points (around 30 points) in this simulation are selected with
following procedure. At first, peripheral area along the river are divided irto 30 small local
areas, by around 5 kilometers. Next, the place that could car.rse marimum &mage in each
Iocal area'is selected as simulation point. Therefore, it,rneans that the following analysis is
made based on the maximum damage of each local area.

We assume that the amount of invegtnent on embankment of each alea is decidcd to
maximize the PNPV in ft.(8). Note that until the embankments broken there are caused
almost no damage, however, that once the embanknrents broken, damage will be catastophic,
independently with the disaster mitigation level. Therefore, the lossfreqrrcncy function curve
is discontinrcus at maximum allowable flow rarc { of the embenkment at the
disaster-mitigation level & (see Figure 8). Then Eq.(8) is rewritten as Eq.(la).

mu<PNPV e!rwrvQ)=otdl

o.1r g{o(0."}. ftr(o,"} 
= 

! 
c(6t,t1

3 (l+i)' dl F '

That is, at the frrture-planned disaster mitigation level

perceived benefit 
^EB 

(:*MW),

F*'(s*'\t
Table 3.

5.2 Estimetlon of Input Dett

We approximate a rclation between flow rate g (m3/s) and its frequency per annum,y'(e), as
Eq.(15) from an interview survey of a local office ofMLIT.

fr\g)=3.30xlOe .8'4ns (Jpper Areo)

fr(Q)= 4.24x10t6 . Q-t'* (Middle I Laver Arca)
( l5)

k+l (afrcr investnelt), the marginal

is equal to the marginal cost MC

kvel on the Fuji River

crcc pc !0 yon
...50i

Dwablc of f,ow oocrrod
ono. pc 50 yorc

...50*
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And from the simulation results, we Gan know the amount of loss, Ddesll (billion yen), with

the embanlsnents at the temporary disaster-mitigation level * in each local area7. We assurne

a linear relationship between flow rate Q (m'/s) and the amount of loss, D(0) @illion yen), as

Eq.(16).

D@)='*:'i .n. (Q>Qr) (16)
Q'

D(Q)=0, (Q <Qr)
where, f 1mtts1: the maximum allowable flow rate at the temporary &saster-mitigation

level *.

An example of the loss-frequency function is shown in Figure 8. We also ap,proximate a

relation between the flow fie d (m3/s) at the disaster-mitigation level ft and the consfuction

costofeach arai,clf)@illionyen/km),asEq.(17),basedofraninterviewsurvey.
c,(gr) = l,' 0.27 4" expf.50 x I 0r' Qr ) (uppe r,lrro)

c,(9)=/,'0.169'exp(l.l6xl0{'Qr) WiaaulLowerArea)' 
07)

wbere, | : lengh of embankment at areaT ftm).

o

Io,I
IL

lnvestneri

Uppr Area

Eff6t ol disGts mitigation
investmnt

After

:n q SO, lnvestmenl
(bilton ya)

Monetary Loss

Figure 8. An Example of the Loss-Frequency Function
(A Local Point in the Upper Area of the Fuji River)

53 Measurement of the Cognitive Functions

At first, a comparison of marginal origrnal benefit MOB and margtnal perceived brrrefrt MPB
at the future-planned disaster-mitigation level is shown in Figure 9 by each local area i.
Actually, in around 70o/o area, WB is smaller tb^n MOB, especially it is strong tendency in
the area where MOB is bigger.

(millioo yd)

o.o I

20

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0
MPB

2.5

2.O

r.s

t.0

0.5

0.0

MPB=1/2O'MOB

50 r00 l5o zfi
MOB (milbn ya)

Figure 9. The Comparison of MOB and MPB in Investment on Embankment
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Cognliw Loss

9(D) piso.roy

0 500 r,(m I.s 2(m 2Ctr
MonelaryLoss D (t'iiliny6)

Figure 10. The CLF from Investment on River-Embankments

We assume the CLF is a power function in the same lvay as chapter 4. However. for the CFF-y:^.Tfry :rly..y9 frequencies /-, (.frt-, : s.zi.to6 tri trre upper ;;;; f/"':l'93'10- in the Middleilower area), because the maximum allowable flow rate is samswithin
the Upper area and also within in the Middle/Lower area of the Fuji River. Therefore, we
assume simpler function for the CFF, shown in Eq.(lg).

c(D)= D+ 8,.Dn
fG)= 8..f, (18)

where, p6 flz fu; unknown parameter.

Therefore, we can obtain unknown pararrerer ve6or flf 6 fz, fl) in cognitive functions, by
solving Eq.(19).

*;"4lftrxrn,Q.a)l' (le)

(20)

We also confirm by likelihood ratio test that these cogrritive functions are sigrificant
comparing to the case without considering any cogritive funitions.

Estimated CLF is shown in Iigurg 10. Cognitive loss is at least double as monetary loss,
although a gradient of the CLF gradually deireases as monetary loss increases. The foliowing
descnption is reasonable to explain that. In river-embankment investmen8, embanlrnents ari
needed to keep the same- disaster-mitigation level in any area. Otherwise, it is very unfair
because embankments will be always broken at the same point. Therefore, they would decide
the disaster-mitigation level so that catastrophic loss can be avoided even if the worst case
(i.e., the case that embankments is broken at the point where maximum loss is affected). As a
result of these investments, in other areas cognitive loss seemed to be more than double.

The CFF is estimated as Eq.(20).
1(2)=o.orot.7r .

That is, cognitive frequency is only around l/100 of actual frequency. And if gnknown
parameters in Eq.(18) are estimated respectively in the Upper areaand the Middle / Lower
area, it will be 0.0117 and 0.0091. From these results, *J deduce the fr,equency of flood is
much underestimated in low frequencies.
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6. COGNITTVE EFFECTS AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESS ON IIWESTMENT
FOR RAILWAYS AGAINST SI]OPE-IAILTJRE RISK CASUED BY RAINFALL

6.1 Subject of Anelysis end Decision-mrking Process

Railway companies invest to mitigate slope-failrnes every year. However, because the number

of slopes is numerous, the number of slopes actually invested per annum is very limited.

Therefore, this problem h8s to be formulated as the problern of choosing investnent points

with budget constraint. Assuming that the cost for improvement per 100m of slope is equal at

any place and that all invested slopes are expected to work similarly against rainfall depth Q

Annt t Zq hour). From above arguments, the decision-making process of invesfinent that is

maximizing PI/PZshown in Eq.(8) is rewritten;
JJ

-rytu<.lrurr,, st. c.lz, <c
.|.........Jjj

. (2r)

where, J : total number of railway lines,T : each railway litte, zi : a length (km) of invested

slopes per annum of each raihvay line j, c : improvement cost per lkm-slope, C : yearly

budget for investnent for improving slope, rz : items of damage Qrrl to 3; details are

explained in next section), and iuffix a 
: no invesfinent, t : with investmeirt.

Because the improvement cost is constant, the amount of PNPVI depends on the amount of
perceived bercfit/PB.

6.2 Estimation of Input Data

We approximate a relation between rainfall deph 0 (mm I 24 hour) and its annual frequerrcy

fdQ) from daily rainfall deph data provided by the Metebrological Agency of each area as'

F4.Q2).

fr@)= a,'Q-b'

where, ai,\: S:tulnreter decided by each line7.

We have slope investrnent data and slope-failure data of a railway company (JR East) for
rhree years (1997-99) divided into 170 lines. With comparing the daily rainfall depth data
relations between the probability of disaster happening and rainfall depth are estimated

PNPV,=yY!--r.r,,
'-,+(l+i)'

respectively without and with investment.

P"(Q)=t.o.to''.Q (ro<O<mo)
r'(g)=5.+.lO-' .Q' +6.3.10-1 .Q'

is same independently with rainfall depth.

D,' = 0.85
I (million yen / lkm-slope).

D'' = o'39

jwtfeie, tr(Q): probability of failure at not invested slope (per I km) when rainfall depth is Q,
P"(Q)': probability of failure at invested slope when rainfall depth is Q.

Losses by slope-failure are considered as following three items,
i) Cost for removins collapsed soil and restoring the status-quo. D7. These are defined

respectively without / with investment. And we cannot find any relationship between this
cost and rainfall depth that is, once slope-failure happens, cost for removing and restoring

(22)

(23)

(24)
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And occurrence probability of slope-failure is P(0) and P'(8) r.espectively.

ii) Loss of fare income due to suspension of rains- D2. If slope-failure occurs, all tains in the
region (assumingly within l0km from the failed slope) are suspended. That is,

Dr., = Finc, - Sdoy , (2s)

where, Finci : fare income (per l0 km) of line j, Sday : suspended period (assumed I
day constantly).
And the probability of suspension , Psusi, is expressed as Eq.(26), considering all trains int
the region will be suspended whan slope-failure occun even ifat only one pgint.

Psus,={r t-r'1g\Y fi-r'@il;| , (26)
where, \", :li : length (km) of slopes without / wlth investment of line 7. Then the

amount of change of the probability, /Psus1, by z7 km-investment of slope is expressed as,

Msus, =i- p"@)Y .$- p-@)Y -i- p"@\Y-" .(r- p"(e)Y." . (27)

iii) Loss of dead- injured passeneers and train body due to collision with failed slope, Di.

4, = 100 (millionyen) (TrainBody)

Du =33.2 (millionyen) (DeadPassengers) (28)

D:,,y = 0.88 (millionyen) (InjuredPassengers)

The probability of collision , Pco\ is approximated to the protability that train is nrnning

. there just at tle time when the slope-failure occurs. Therefore',
Ntrain .Ptime

Pcot, =---;-'PlQ). Q9)

where, Ntraini : the number of rains per day in the line7, Ptime : passing time through
lkm-slope (assumed 0.02 hours). Then the probabilities of deat[ Pd1, and injwed, Pinjl
are

Pd . = Drate. 
Pflon' 

. Pcol .' Ntrain, 
(30)

Pin1, =(t- Drorc)'!!L ' P"o,,Ntrain, t

where, Draie . the rate of death out of passengers, we assumed to be 0.072 from
historical data, Pflory: passengers flow per day oflineT.

From above arguments, the perceived benefit /P$ in Eq.(21) is expressed as,

llt@r)'Ar"<st)- s(Di)'r(r"tst\',, l
MB, =fl *"1",\T,, +s(D,,). g(r*t;1sy)- l(ra;<otl.,,b, (3r)uur- J,. l*r(r,,).11(raio>)-f(ra;p)1.,, f'

L* r(r,,,, ). V@,,i;tol)- y(r*i;191\. ,, l
63 Effect of Considering Cognitive Functions

First, results that we calculate NBlby each lineT are shown in Figure I l. In this figure, each

line is sorted in descending orders of AOB1, and actually invested lines for three years are

2 We assume the railway company is not suepended the train in advance before elope'failure.
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marked in a circle. All lines are divided into 2 groupn according to its gradient in the figure.

Of the first group with large gradient, in almost all lines several lengths of slopes are invested,

although it is not all of slopes in the line. The fact that even in the line that AOBj is very large

not all of slopes are invested implied that our hypothesis that decision-makers will maximize

PNPVbas to be modified. Of the second group with small gradient, invested lines seem to be

randomly selected because benefits from investnent are not so different.

Comparing these two goups with lengths of invested slopes, average length of the first group

is 80m per l0km while thar of the second group is 3lm. Also in the first group, the length of
invested slopes ofeach line is shown in Figure 12. The length ofinvested slopes ofeach lineT

during three yetlrs seems to be proportional to fr9.,, so decision-maken assumed to consider

the benefit ofeach line at least in the group with large gradient because they can recognize the

difference of benefits by lines. On the other hand, in the second group there is noparticular
relation between N$ and length of invested slopes. One of possible explanations is that they
equally allocate the budget to their branch offrces. Actually, strong relationship between the

amount of investment of brarrch officcs and their total lengths of railroads can be observed.

R.r* ot Lin.

Figure I l. &Bi of Each Line j

LonStr (tn) of |twded Slop6 &r three ysac

AOB (10,O0 yen / lnvo€trErfi ql 100m of Slopo)

Figure 12. frB and Lengths of Invested Slopes in the First Group

Because Eq.(31) is too complicated to estimate cogritive functions, in following sectiorl a
kind of sensitivity analysis is shown. Three hypothetical cogritive frrnctions are assumed
from our pas study (2000) and result ofpreviors chapers.

i) Recognition on freauency of rainfall doesn't depend on localitv. That is, in \.(22),
ar=79.?,b, =2.36 (the rainfall data of Tokyo area) in all lines. Any other cogrritive

functions arc not considered.
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ii) Onlv loss of death is overestiryrated as ten times. That is, in Eq.(31), g(Dro\=l}.D3d
and any other cogrritive functions axe not considered.

iii) Consideration of the progressive effect of loss. That is, in Eq.(31), C(D)= D + D2 (yen)
in all cogrritive loss functions, and cogrritive frequency function is not considered.

On above three hypotheses, the summations of APBI are calculated. Because the amounts of
benefits are different by each hypothesis, we compare the rate of AP$ out of total benefits on
the assumpion that all slopes are invested If the rate of a hypothesis is higher than that of an

original case (it is summation of AOB), the hypothesis is more explainable to actrul
investments than without any consideration of cogrritive functions. From results shown in
Figure 13, the first hypothesis (cognihve frequerrcy is equal among all regions) is rejected
while the last two hypotheses (both is common in that cognitive loss is larger than monetary
loss) are adopted.

Benefts by inv$tmcnt brthroc yoars
/ AssunEd total benefiE by inwstment br all slopos

,onffi"*,'"r?#"*, *rHRI"r r,rffi"I".
Figure 13. Comparison of the Rate of Benefits by lnvestnent for Three Years

out of Assumed Total Benefits by lnvestment for All Slopes

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed decision-makers' cognitive effects on frequency and loss against

disaster / accident risk in mitigation investnents.

At first, we showed the definition of cognitive effects and how to measure cogrritive

frequency and cognitive loss using actual disaster mitigation investrnent data is theoretically

shown. Secondly, we actually measured cognitive frequency and cogrritive loss with three

case studies: anti-accident traffrc signal improvement investments on intersections, anti-flood
reinforcement investments on river-embankments and anti-slope-failure investnents on

railway infrastructures. As a result, we obtained following implications by each case study.

i) from anti-traffi c-accident investments;
- For the injured, amount of cogrritive loss are nearly equal to amormt of monetary loss,

while for the dea{ the cognitive loss is 5 times the monetary loss.

- When actual frequency per annum is under 0.001, cogrritive frequency is bigger than

actual frequency, and in other cases cogritive frequency is smaller than actual frequency.

Because this criterion corresponds to the frequency that people are killed or very heavily
injured at low-frequent intersections, decision-makers seem to put an important on

equality among regions regardless of the frequency of accidents.

ii) from anti-flood investments;
- Cognitive loss is at least double as monetary loss, although a gradient of the CLF

gradually decreases as monetary loss increases. Because embankments are needed to keep

the surni disaster-mitigation level in all areas, they would decide the disaster-mitigation

tl*

3*

2t

1X

IA
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level so that catastrophic loss can be avoided even ifthe worst case happens.

- Cogritive frequency is only around 1/100 of actual frequency. We deduce the frequency of
flood is much underestimated in low frequencies, around l0'per annum.

iii) from anti-slope-failure investnents;
- As like as results from above two case studies, considering cogtitive effects on loss of

slope-failure is more likely to explain actual anti-slope-failure investrnent than without
any consideration of cogritive effects.

- Consideration of the locality of each area is more likely to explain actual anti-slope-failure
investnent than without any consideration oflocality.

From these results, common implications tkough three case studies are as following;
A) Progressively cognitive effect on loss ofdisaster / accident risks can exist. At least, actual

results of.decision-making can be explained more strongly.
B) Especially, the cogritive loss by the death very larger than the monetary loss due to its

catastrophic and irreversible characteristics.
C) In the case that frequency is very low, cogrritive frequency ofdisaster / accident risks is

much smaller than actual frequency.
D) Decision-maker may consider both effectiveness of the investments and fairness among

local areas. Equilibrium point to balancing these two contradictive viewpoints will differ
by each case. One of critical elements may be the difference of loss between where
disaster happens and where disaster does not happen.

In many cases, actual investments for disaster / accident mitigation are pragmatically made,
based on qccurnulated experierrces. However, as we have discussed in this papeq sweral
unconscious but common cognitions about fundamental characteristics of risks may exist
across various disaster / accident risks. By accumulating these discussions, we can obtain
some implications when we have to take some brand-new or less-experienced measures
against disaster / accident risks, which have never acquired from decision-makers' experience
itself.
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